SANDRIDGE WEEKLY NEWS
Friday 16th September 2022

The attendance winners
for this week are
Year 4 with 100%

Number of lates in each class this week:
No lates
5 lates
6 lates

Reception, Year 2, 3, 4, 6
Year 5
Year 1

‘Head’lines (Miss Lisa Roberts, Headteacher)
We are in ‘full swing’ now with children demonstrating excellent attitudes towards their learning again
this week. Well done everyone for your enthusiasm, hard work and smiles!
We have had the Y2-6 Meet the Teacher sessions this week; some with more parents attending than
others. Please do make sure you read the ‘dates and events’ sheet that was sent out last Friday so you
don’t miss any important meetings or events this term. The Year 1 ‘Meet the Teacher’, originally
scheduled for next Monday will now take place on Tuesday 20th September at 9:00a.m.
Please note; we have a vacancy for a parent governor on our Governing Body.
But…what exactly do governors do?
Governors work together to ensure the school has a clear vision and set of values. They work with the
headteacher to set targets and prioritise the effective use of all its resources.
A crucial part of their role is to ensure that policies and procedures are in place to safeguard pupils and
staff, and the health and safety of the wider school community.
Governors also visit the school and meet with senior leaders to discuss progress against school
development priorities and statutory requirements.
They attend regular training and courses in order to equip them with the skills and knowledge required
to carry out this important role.
It is a fantastic way to be involved in the life of our school – and extremely rewarding.
If you are interested in becoming a governor, please pick up an application form from the school office.
The closing date for applications is Friday 30th September.
If we have more than one person applying, there will be a ‘parent election’ to vote for a parent
representative. If this is required, details will be sent out nearer the time.
I wish you an enjoyable and relaxing weekend – however – with Queen Elizabeth’s funeral, on Monday,
it feels a little sombre too.
Next week, children will complete pieces of art in memory of the Queen (which will be displayed around
the school) and we will begin work on our commemorative book too.
See you all next Tuesday at 8:40a.m 

Next Monday - 19th September - is a Bank Holiday
for the state funeral of Queen Elizabeth II.
II

School will be closed on Monday and will re-open
as usual on Tuesday 20th September.

Year 6
This week, we started our new dance unit in PE. We first had to copy rhythms and body
movements that Mrs Kennedy demonstrated. In pairs, we then had to learn four sequences of
movements, all with four beats. We had to try to link them together to make a fluent dance. At
the end of the lesson, in groups of four, we had to use the different sequences to make up our
own dance.

Year 5
This week in Year 5, we started our new topic in History (Anglo-Saxons and Vikings). We
completed our start of topic ‘knowledge organisers’ and then revised our history knowledge by
looking at our history timeline. We learned about the terms ’invaders’ and ‘settlers’ and then
created our own timelines of the Viking period of history.

Year 4
This week Year 4 learnt all about the role of the mouth in digestion. We started the lesson by
trying to draw our teeth without looking in each other's mouths! This was very difficult. We then
looked in each other’s mouths and counted the number of incisors, canines and molars we
each had. We learnt all about milk teeth and how many teeth we will have when we are adults!
Next, we got to use forks, scissors and a potato masher to break up food just like our teeth do
in our mouths. As you can see, it got a bit messy!

Year 3
This week in Year 3 we have been looking at fables. We have really enjoyed hearing the story
of The Boy Who Cried Wolf (we especially enjoyed joining in shouting out “woooooolf!”). After
acting out the story in groups, we chose our favourite part and did a freeze frame to the rest of
the class.

Year 2
To begin our learning about materials we were given a range of materials e.g. clay, wool,
plastic, metal, glass, fabric, tin foil and wood. We felt them and talked about the properties we
thought each material had for example; soft, hard, rough, smooth, transparent, flexible and
rigid.
Then we sorted the materials according to their properties using hoops as a template for a
Venn diagram. We noticed that some materials had more than one of the properties we were
sorting between so we had to put it in the middle section.

Year 1
In Science this week, we began our ‘Animals including humans’ topic learning through
consolidating our knowledge of identifying, naming and labelling basic parts of the human
body.
We also thought about the fact that humans have key parts in common, but these vary from
person to person. For example, we looked at Oscar P and Oscar T and noticed similarities and
differences between them.
We also thought about our body structures and that animals have different structures e.g. arms
or wings and different skin coverings e.g. fur or scales. These are the key features that we use
to identify them.
We then had group challenges to label the most body parts within a time limit. We drew
around Jack, Ben and Sofia in order to do this. Some of us even wrote our own labels!

Early Years
The children in Early Years have enjoyed listening to different ‘Elmer’ stories this week.
Nursery have recognised and named colours.
In Maths this week, Reception children focused on pattern. They practised making repeating
body patterns which we copied as a group. Charly had a good one with ‘criss-crossing’ your
arms under and over and clap and Lily’s pattern was spin, clap, jump up and down! We then
made patterns with colours on a large elephant like Elmer and also used pegs and magnetic
shapes to practise creating our own patterns.
The children thought about how Elmer was a kind friend to the other elephants. Nursery drew
pictures of Elmer and Reception thought and drew pictures about ‘what makes me special’. We
were impressed with the children who are special because they help their families, including
making dinner and washing the car! They also practised writing their names.

The following children celebrated their birthdays this week:
Michelle

Phenomenal Phonics awards
Reception: Samuel
Year 1: Ben
Year 2: Donald

Star Writer awards
Reception: Olivia
Year 1: Spencer
Year 2: Matilda

Year 3:
Year 4:
Year 5
Year 6:

Oscar
Reagan
Abigail
Lily

REPS Certificates (Respect, Equality, Perseverance, Self-belief)
Persevering with her pencil grip and perfecting her handwriting – keep up the good work! Minnie
Showing wonderful perseverance this week when completing all your work: Amelia
Watching modelled examples in maths carefully and using the method independently: Karen
Being such an enthusiastic learner and always taking an active role in lessons: Lizzy B
Showing great amounts of enthusiasm and confidence in sharing your ideas: Spencer
Showing great perseverance and self-belief when joining in with our discussions in class: Anabelle
Having self-belief in all areas of the curriculum and putting 100% into each subject: Isla-Grace
Certificates of Merit
Early Years Superstar Award for being a kind friend, playing nicely and sharing toys: Reuben
Confidently and enthusiastically talking about being a lovely bridesmaid to Mummy and Daddy: Nancy N
Having such an amazing week! You have impressed Miss Everall in every lesson. We have been blown
away with your maths, phonics and writing: Jack L
Approaching every lesson and activity with a smile and working so hard this week: Sara
Engaging fully in our learning and putting your hand up regularly to share your thinking: Henry F
Brilliant and insightful contributions to our Science lesson on the digestive system: Mason
Consistently good contributions to our class discussions: Ben
Starting the year off with an incredibly positive attitude and being focused in all lessons: Jack M

Sporting Certificates
Fabulous freezing in our ‘potion’ PE lessons: Archie
Showing amazing balance using different body parts, with focus and strength to keep so still: Oscar T
Giving clear instructions to your blindfolded teammates to help them be successful in our team building
challenges: Isabella
Effort and focus in our yoga lesson this week, showing control over your movements: Amna
Showing improvement in her throwing technique in tag rugby this week: Mollie-Mae
Quick passing and moving and shielding the ball skills in our football work during PE: Timothy
Showing excellent rhythm and linking moves together in dance: Aaron W

